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WHAT’S THE MAJOR PROBLEM
WITH SATELLITE COORDINATION?

TA K E T H E M Y S T E R Y O U T O F S AT E L L I T E C O O R D I N AT I O N
If you are like many other people you may
be overwhelmed by new filings and
coordination meetings and wonder how
you will ever get to the small amount of
vital information you need.
Now Visualyse GSO V3 provides a
solution. A simple to use, seamless
package takes you through all stages of
the process from receipt of an IFIC circular
to the preparation of detailed analysis for
bilateral coordination.
The mystery and legwork of processing
the data are removed as Visualyse GSO V3
automatically highlights cases that need
further analysis based on DT/T and
coordination arc triggers. Further detailed
analysis allows you to look at priority dates
and system parameters.
Coordination changes from a daunting
task to a manageable process giving you
more time to explore solutions and deliver
valuable results to your organisation.

NEW

AUTOMATICALLY PROCESS
IFIC AND SRS DATA
Visualyse GSO V3 effortlessly automates your
interactions with space network databases
published by the ITU.
Whether it’s the regular task of reviewing
bi-weekly circulars published in the IFIC or
an in- depth analysis of the SRS database,
Visualyse GSO V3 produces immediate
results and in depth analysis.

beam pairs can then be examined
in detail using the detailed
coordination tool

NEW

NEW

satellite map shows relative
position of all networks and
coordination arcs

freQuency overlaps are now
broken down into individual
beam pairs

NEW
perform an initial visual
inspection based on beam
overlap and eliminate
cases accordingly

The software checks frequency overlaps,
orbital separation, and priority dates. It
performs coordination trigger analysis based
on DT/T levels and coordination arcs and will
also perform detailed interference analysis
for any system you select from those
identified in the database.

Adding your networks is simple and
easy. As soon as you have added them
you can begin to use them in the
one-click coordination process.

NEW
focus on a set of networks using
filters and choose how they are
ordered in the list

detailed breakdown of
coordination trigger calculation
which can be exported as a report

enhanced network list clearly
shows when a network reQuires
coordination
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distinct areas of freQuency overlap
between your networks and others
are identified and displayed

NEW VISUAL OVERLAP CHECK
In Visualyse GSO V3 you now have the ability to filter your interference cases based on
beam overlap. If contours are sufficiently isolated you can choose not to include them in
your detailed analysis. This can vastly reduce the number of interference cases saving you
time and effort.

NEW

EVEN MORE SUPPORT FOR
BILATERAL COORDINATION

interference cases are summarised
with key calculation figures. expand
any case to show more detail

NEW
drag earth station to
see calculations change
in real time

Visualyse GSO V3 hugely expands support for bilateral
coordination with a complete redesign of the Detailed
Coordination (DC) tool.
A brand new area analysis
tool allows you to resolve
interference issues on a
geographical level. Network
parameter changes are
instantly reflected in the
analysis.

interference cases can
now be grouped for
easier management
NEW

NEW
improved performance
so plot now updates
almost immediately

DATA DEPENDENCY

A key feature in Visualyse GSO
Verison 3 is the dependency between
network data and interference
calculations.
If you change an asset then this is
instantly reflected in all the
interference calculations where that
that asset features.

plot required dish size,
network editor allows
you to place constraints
on either network

C/I, C/N, C/(N+I), ∆T/T,

off-axis eirp or pfd
NEW

NEW

network elements
that apply to the
selected interference
case are highlighted
NEW
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NETWORK EDITOR
Visualyse GSO V3 adds a complete Network Editor. This
allows you to place constraints on any parameter and see the
effects on all interference cases instantly. Value sliders allow
you to quickly find optimum levels for any parameter.
All changes are individually recorded in the constraints list
and can be switched on or off or removed completely.

proposed constraints
are recorded for easy
reference or removal

You can also click on any interference
calculation and all network assets are
highlighted in the network editor.
This makes it incredibly easy to trace
calculation values back to network
parameters.

NEW
value sliders make
optimizing a breeze

NEW

CREATE OR EDIT GIMS BEAMS

completely redesigned
for v3

NEW

REGULATORY PRIORITIES
SEE THE WHOLE PICTURE

built in colour
schemes

Visualyse GSO V3 includes a Shaped Beam Editor
(SBE) tool. This allows you to create and edit beams
in GIMS format. These can then be used
in the Detailed Coordination (DC)
tool to achieve more accurate
NEW
results.
resize one or
more contours

Visualyse GSO V3 provides you with a complete
view of priorities for identified frequency overlaps.
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NEW
select, drag and
drop contours
and boresights

SBE

Priority dates at network and group level are
extracted from the database and assets can be
filtered and sorted by Notification Date or more
usefully by ‘Date of Effective Protection’.

see at a
glance where
you have the
upper hand in
bilateral
coordination.

NEW
edit, smooth or reduce
points. split, duplicate
or delete a contour

Combine the processing of priority dates with
coordination trigger analysis and powerful
detailed interference calculations and you have
a software tool that provides seamless support
for the satellite coordinator.

undo or redo edits

The editor checks your shaped beam as
you edit and will quietly inform you when
it might fail GIMS validation checks.

NEW
move, delete or add
individual contour points
NEW
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IDENTIFY PREFERRED ORBITAL SLOTS
Need a frequency plan and orbital location for your satellite
systems? Visualyse GSO V3 includes facilities to perform
constrained searches of the full SRS database that will help
you identify locations where coordination can be minimised.
Ask for unused frequencies in the vicinity of your orbital
location, and filter by (among other parameters) priority date,
network name, notifying administration
and expiry date.

occupancy
level for each
band - see
instantly where
there are
preferred slots

